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Inheritance and the Family

JØRGEN PEDERSEN & STEINAR BØYUM

Inherited wealth will be of increasing importance in years to come. Yet inheritance taxation is unpopular, and part of this unpopularity is due to family concerns. Such
taxation is seen by many as morally problematic because it is taken to violate important family values. In this article, we explore ﬁve family arguments against inheritance taxation:
ﬁrstly, whether we have a right to beneﬁt our children; secondly, whether it is a virtue to beneﬁt one’s children; thirdly, whether children have a right to their parent’s belongings, due to
common ownership; fourthly, whether inheritance taxation may impair a vital sense of continuity and belonging; and lastly, an argument from incentives that appeals speciﬁcally to the
relation between parents and children. We conclude that none of the arguments provide strong
objections against a moderate or even a high inheritance tax rate, at least not when special
provisions are made for things like family houses or farms. However, since the arguments all
introduce concerns that should be assigned some weight, it would be unjust to abolish inheritance entirely.
ABSTRACT

1. Introduction
Recent research in economics suggests that inherited wealth will be of increasing
importance in years to come. This, together with reports of growing inequality in most
OECD countries, has made inheritance taxation an urgent issue.1 Inheritance taxes
are, however, controversial. These controversies are driven by a deep tension between
different normative ideals. On the one hand, many feel that there is something clearly
unjust about some children getting a signiﬁcant head start in life simply because they
happen to be born into wealthy families. From an egalitarian perspective, variation in
children’s prospects should not depend on variations with respect to the amount of
wealth in their family background. On the other hand, many also feel that it is not
right for the state to intervene in the family by hindering or taxing an internal transfer
of property. In other words, many of us are attracted to both equality of opportunity
and the protection of family autonomy. In this article, we explore the latter half of this
tension, and ask whether family concerns provide normatively sound arguments
against inheritance tax.
Our point of departure is that there is in most countries strong opposition to taxing
inherited wealth, even though, on most schemes, a clear majority will not be subject
to such a tax.2 An important part of this opposition stems from familial considerations:
that inheritance tax is seen as troublesome because it is taken to violate important
family values. Yet even though arguments appealing to family values are common in
public debate on inheritance tax, it is not always clear exactly what is meant by family
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values, nor why such values make it inappropriate for the state to tax inheritance.
What we might call a blanket family argument, that the state has no right to interfere
in the private sphere because family matters are the family’s business alone, does not
seem correct. Most of us will agree on reﬂection that the state may properly intervene
in family life in at least some cases, most obviously in the case of abuse. There are
more nuanced arguments, however, that are worth philosophical attention, although
they are often left quite vague in public debate. Our aim is to spell out these arguments and to assess their validity.
We distinguish ﬁve kinds of family arguments against inheritance taxation. In the
ﬁrst section, we consider the view that we have a right to beneﬁt our children, and that
the state should not impede us in doing good for them. A reply is provided by the
philosophically most detailed and subtle account of the family, that of Harry Brighouse
and Adam Swift.3 According to them, we not only have no unconditional right to confer advantage on our children, inheritance should not be protected as a right at all,
since it is not necessary to realize essential family goods. Therefore, the state may tax
inheritance quite heavily, if doing so serves distributive justice. However, their argument does not solve all problems. In the second section, we discuss Thomas Nagel’s
claim that it is a virtue to beneﬁt one’s children, and that the state should therefore
encourage it instead of hampering it with taxes.4 We argue that although Nagel’s claim
is intuitively plausible, it does not support substantially limiting the inheritance tax. In
the third section, we move on to a quite different kind of argument, namely, that children have a right to their parent’s belongings. This argument involves a different idea
of the family, where it is seen as an economic unit with common ownership. We discuss whether common ownership can justify substantially limiting the tax, and conclude in the negative, although we later concede that a just tax scheme may make
certain provisions for items like family houses or farms.
In the fourth section, we examine the thought that inheritance taxation may impair
a vital sense of continuity and belonging. This argument comes in two versions. The
ﬁrst argument is that parents should be allowed to transfer what they have created to
their children since this may express relational bonds and create a sense of extended
identity between them. The second argument holds that children experience a sense
of continuity and belonging with past generations when they inherit objects such as a
family house or a farm. We dismiss the former argument and argue that the latter
should be met by providing special arrangements such as allowing children to live in a
house they have grown up in, provided they do not sell. In the ﬁfth section, we look at
a variation of the well-known argument from incentives, one that appeals speciﬁcally
to the relation between parents and children. It holds that parents are motivated by a
concern for the future welfare of their children and that inheritance taxation will therefore reduce parent’s willingness to work and save. Here we draw on recent empirical
research to argue that it is unlikely that inheritance tax will have substantial negative
incentive effects.
Debates on inheritance taxation deal with a number of different issues which we will
not enter into here. First, we shall not cover in much detail arguments for inheritance
taxation. We shall simply assume that such taxation promotes an important value,
namely, equality of opportunity.5 Instead, we shall concentrate solely on assessing
arguments against inheritance taxation. Moreover, we shall not consider general arguments, for instance from property rights, economic efﬁciency, double tax, or death
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tax. We are concerned exclusively with whether there are distinctively familial concerns
that make inheritance taxation morally problematic.6 Whether people have general
rights, for instance over property, that also give them the right to dispose of their property as they see ﬁt, and thus to make tax-free provisions for it after their death, is not
on the table here. Such arguments do not appeal speciﬁcally to the fact that donor
and donee are often in family, and if an argument applies equally to bequests to
friends or strangers, it is not a family argument in our terminology. We are concerned
only with the normative, justiﬁcatory weight of family relationships, most often parentchild relations. In other words, our question is whether there is something about this
kind of relationship that makes taxing inheritance particularly problematic.7
We shall also make two crucial assumptions in the following discussion. First, we
assume that there is something normatively distinct about inheritance taxation that is
worth discussing on its own. This accords with much of public debate, where different
arguments are often employed for and against different taxes. In a consequentialist
welfare-economic framework, on the other hand, where the only aim is to optimise the
tax and transfer system as a whole, in order to maximise utility or welfare, no tax on
its own raises particular problems. This leads us to the second assumption. In modern
states, inheritance taxes, where they exist, are just one small part of a large and complicated system of taxes and transfers. This means that even if our discussion leads us
to support a higher inheritance tax rate than usual, the conclusion may be different all
things considered. Other things equal, a higher tax rate is preferred, but how high
exactly obviously depends on other tax rates, for wealth and income in particular (with
a high wealth tax rate equality of opportunity may be well enough served for inheritance taxes not to be necessary), as well as other mechanisms of distribution within
society. Taken together, the two assumptions we make hold that inheritance taxation
raises issues that are normatively distinct, but that all-things-considered arguments
cannot isolate the inheritance tax, but must evaluate it in the context of the overall tax
system (and the overall distribution in society). For the same reason we will operate
only with terms like low, moderate and high tax rates, instead of exact percentages.
What exactly will count as low, moderate, and high obviously depends on many contextual factors that we cannot go into here.

2. A Right to Beneﬁt
We start by considering the view that we have a right to beneﬁt our children, which
may be grounded in a duty to beneﬁt them.8 Since the state should not impede us in
doing good for our children, inheritance taxation is morally dubious. The state may
legitimately stop us from doing bad things to our children, but ought not interfere
when we are simply doing our job as parents and helping them as well as we can.
Now it seems obvious from the start that the right in question cannot be unconditional: in normal circumstances I cannot bribe, steal or kill in order to beneﬁt my children. So the question is really how we should balance the right to beneﬁt against
other moral concerns, particularly, in our context, equality of opportunity. An attempt
to provide guidelines for this balancing act is the most inﬂuential account of the family
within moral philosophy, that of Harry Brighouse and Adam Swift.9 Their account is
a liberal and egalitarian defence of the family that tries to balance the concern for
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liberty and the concern for equality in a morally defensible way. By avoiding blanket
appeals to parental rights it provides us with a criterion for what exactly should and
should not be within the scope of rightful parental liberty.
According to Brighouse and Swift, moral questions about the rights of parents (and
children) must proceed from the more fundamental question of the value of the family, that is, the question of why there should be families in the ﬁrst place. After all, it
may seem fairer and better for their optimal development if children were raised by
professional child-rearing specialists in safe, warm, and stimulating institutions, where
they receive according to their needs rather than who happened to take part in their
conception and gestation. Brighouse and Swift deny this. The family realises certain
relationship goods that are of immense and irreplaceable value for both children and
parents. It is good for both children and parents to take part in this kind of intimate
relation, where they share their lives with each other but where parents also have considerable authority over their children. It is this combination of intimacy and authority
that characterises the (ideal) family, and that constitutes family values properly understood. We shall not go into the details of how exactly family arrangements serve the
interests of children (and parents), but in short Brighouse and Swift hold that families
are vital for children’s physical, cognitive, moral and emotional development, as well
as contributing strongly to the wellbeing of parents, in a manner that other ways of
organising child-rearing cannot provide.
Only with this understanding of the value of the family as a basis can we understand
which rights parents have over and on behalf of their children. As parents we have the
right to do those things for and with our children that facilitate or are essential to the
realisation of those relationship goods that justify the family in the ﬁrst place.10 If a
certain practice is not necessary to realise the family values they identify, and it conﬂicts with other weighty moral values or principles, such as equality of opportunity,
the latter will have the upper hand. If it is necessary, on the other hand, the relationship goods will win out, since they are, according to Brighouse and Swift, ‘more
important’ to human ﬂourishing than equality of opportunity.11
On this account, parents do not have an unconditional right to confer advantage on
their children. It may therefore have to give way when it clashes with other important
moral concerns, such as equality of opportunity. However, conferring advantage may
be a byproduct of things that parents do have the right to. Reading bedtime stories,
encouraging them to read, and discussing the news with them over dinner, give children advantages in life that violates fair equality of opportunity. Yet having the space
and liberty to do things like that is required in order to realise distinctive family goods,
which for Brighouse and Swift are more important than fair equality of opportunity.
In short, if we didn’t have the discretion to do such things, family life as we know it,
and as we value it, would be very difﬁcult. Sending your kids to an expensive elite
school, on the other hand, is not necessary to realise the said family goods, and can
therefore be restricted in the service of equality of opportunity. After all, we have to
assume that people who live in countries where such schools do not exist, have equally
valuable relations with their children as in countries where they do.
The crucial point now is that bequeathing property is in the same moral boat, as it
were, as elite private schools in the theory of Brighouse and Swift.12 Tax-free
bequests do not seem necessary to the realisation of familial relationship goods. A
high or even conﬁscatory inheritance tax rate does not seem to threaten the possibility
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of loving, intimate, and spontaneous relations between parents and children. Parents,
therefore, have no right as parents to bequeath property to their children. This implies
that the state may regulate or restrict parents’ scope to transfer property to their children, if it conﬂicts with other important moral concerns, such as equality of opportunity, which it obviously seems to do – bequests are not just beneﬁtting one’s children,
they also confer advantage on them, relative to others, for instance in the education
or housing market. At most parents may transfer what is necessary to discharge their
duty of care, for instance in the case of expensive illnesses and/or in the case of a parent dying before children reach maturity. There is, however, no unconditional right
to beneﬁt one’s children that can be used to undercut inheritance taxation from the
start.
We support the main thrust of this argument. However, one might argue that the
theory of Brighouse and Swift is of limited relevance to questions of inheritance tax
today, since most inheritance now occurs between parents and adult children and
their theory is about pre-adult children. This is not the place for a general assessment of the Brighouse-Swift account, but we think the objection can be met by the
following line of reasoning: if the relationship goods realised in the very close and
special bond obtaining between vulnerable pre-adult children and parents cannot
serve to justify an unconditional right to beneﬁt them that can undercut inheritance
taxation, it is prima facie even less reason to think that the somewhat weaker bond
between non-dependent adult children and parents can do so. Certainly, without a
thorough analysis of the relation between adult children and their parents we cannot
outright exclude the possibility that there may be some relationship goods that
obtain exclusively between them, e.g. growing out of their common love for and
interest in their children and grandchildren, that may then be used to justify tax-free
inheritance. So far, though, we have failed to ﬁnd any such relationship good that
can do this job.13
Seen on its own, the Brighouse-Swift account seems to imply a close to conﬁscatory
tax rate, since inheritance does not appear necessary to realising essential family
goods. Does this mean that we also support a conﬁscatory tax rate? Not quite, since
there may be other arguments that carry some weight against conﬁscatory taxes. Such
a weighted model seems more appropriate in cases like inheritance taxation, which
precisely allows for different degrees of taxation rather than a mere question of
whether to have it or not. We shall now go on to explore some of those other arguments against taxing inheritance and see how they moderate the conﬁscatory conclusion that seem to follow from the Brighouse-Swift account.

3. The Argument from Virtue
The next argument to consider is one formulated, albeit brieﬂy, by Thomas Nagel.
The essence of this argument is that it is a virtue to bequeath property to one’s children. According to Nagel, being partial towards one’s own children is a virtue, and
bequeathing wealth is a way of being partial which justiﬁes limiting or removing taxation of inheritance.14 Nagel compares this with making charitable contributions, which
is a virtue that should be encouraged by tax exemption. Likewise, bequeathing to
one’s children is a virtue that should be supported by the state, not thwarted by taxing
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it. Note that this argument is not refuted by the Brighouse-Swift account. Even if
Brighouse and Swift are right that there is no unconditional right to advantage your
children, we may still allow bequests on the basis that it is a good thing that parents
have the space to exercise the virtue to make gifts to one’s children (and we value this
virtue more than other moral concerns, such as equality of opportunity).15
In assessing this argument, there are two questions we need to address. First, is it
really a virtue to bequeath property to one’s children? Second, even if it is to some
extent a virtue, does it exclude moderate to high inheritance tax rates?
Regarding the ﬁrst, it is at least not obvious that bequeathing property to one’s children is a virtue. John Stuart Mill, for instance, argued that large bequests should be
restricted because of the risk of producing idle and unproductive individuals who ultimately would not be able to enjoy one of the higher pleasures in life.16 To Mill, the
development of individual character is a higher pleasure compared to a life without a
constant effort of self-improvement. If this argument is correct, and there is some
empirical evidence supporting it (as we shall return to in the section on incentives),
conferring major advantages to children through bequests should be seen, not as a virtue, but as a shortsighted and misconceived idea of what really is best for them. Some
may even go further and claim that demanding the space to bequeath as one likes, is
not so much a virtue as a vice, an attempt to maintain control over resources after
one’s death, perhaps even using it as a lever to manipulate one’s children while still
alive. These considerations are clearly not exhaustive, but they do at least show that it
is not obviously true that making bequests is virtuous.
Moreover, even if we grant that it is more virtuous to bequeath property than to
squander it, it seems even more virtuous to bestow it on those who need it the most,
say, children in need.17 Here we should also note what Rawls calls the natural duty of
justice, which requires us to ‘further just arrangements not yet established’: this seems
to imply that you should promote fair equality of opportunity by either willingly supporting a high inheritance tax rate or make gifts to those with fewer opportunities in
life.18 This is also why Nagel’s comparison of bequests with charity is misleading.19
Bequeathing is presumably considered a virtue because instead of consuming wealth
herself, the donor transfers it to her children in a way that is considered altruistic and
on a par with donating wealth to charity. Yet bequeathing large sums to one’s children
creates morally problematic inequalities in the next generation, whereas charitable
donations usually do not have the same moral costs (although that obviously depends
on what counts as charity here). As pointed out above, bequeathing is not only beneﬁting your children, it is to advantage them compared with others. It gives them the
edge in the competition for positional goods, for instance in education or the housing
market, and in this way it actually harms those who do not receive bequests.
Secondly, even conceding that bequeathing is to some extent a virtue, it does not
justify abolishing inheritance tax. As long as the inheritance tax is not conﬁscatory,
there will, strictly speaking, be room for parents to exercise the virtue, if it is indeed a
virtue. True, one might reasonably claim that an inheritance tax rate of 99% would
make the exercise of the virtue close to meaningless. All the same, a moderate or even
fairly high tax, with moderate exemption levels, would still leave ample space for exercising the virtue. Hence, the Nagelian argument does not prove inheritance taxation
morally wrong, but at most shows that it should not be so demanding as to make
intra-familial gifts meaningless.20
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4. The Argument from Joint Ownership
Another kind of argument holds that children have a right to their parents’ belongings,
since it is already theirs. From this perspective, the question is not whether parents
have a right to confer advantage on their children, but whether children have a right
to their parents’ property. Legally, inheritance is a transfer of property rights from the
parent(s) to the children, but normatively there is an argument that the property is
rightfully owned by the family in the ﬁrst place, so that the transfer that takes place in
inheritance is a mere formality. In the same way that the law often treats married couples as an economic unit so that tax is not levied on the one when the other dies, this
argument implies that children should be treated in the same way.21
Arguments like this often go together with a distinctive view of the family. Alstott
refers to this as the ‘conventional’ ideal of the family.22 According to this ideal, the family should be considered a single unit, deﬁned, not by individual choice, but by ‘a web
of obligations that bind the members of the family together’.23 As Beckert has demonstrated, this ideal of the family has been particularly strong in Germany, and was inﬂuentially articulated by Hegel, who claimed that family resources ‘are common property,
so that no member of the family has particular property, although each has a right to
what is held in common’.24 This means that when a person dies, no genuine transfer of
assets occurs. Instead, the remaining members of the family keep what is already theirs:
The natural dissolution of the family through the death of the parents, particularly of the husband, results in inheritance of the family’s resources. Inheritance is essentially a taking possession by the individual as his own property
of what in themselves are common resources.25
The question to ask here, though, is whether the idea of joint ownership rests on an
historically outmoded idea of the family. One might argue that what we above called
the conventional family is simply not in keeping with the realities of modern family
life. This objection was voiced already by Mill. For him, the idea of common ownership belongs to the past and has no force in the modern world, and accordingly,
‘property is now inherent in individuals, not in families’.26
Yet even though the property in question is today formally and legally the parents’,
there might still be some normative force left in the idea of common ownership. In
fact, as Alstott has argued, recognising this force might help to understand the opposition to inheritance taxation. For example, opponents of the tax typically refer to examples where previous generations have worked hard on a ranch or a business that the
family sees as collectively owned.27 It would therefore be too precipitate to dismiss the
idea of common ownership and the corresponding normative claim of children having
a right to their parent’s belongings. Moreover, European law, which holds that the testator cannot disinherit their children in their will, may be understood as incorporating
parts of this idea even today.
Still, the idea that children already own their parents’ property needs an argument.
It is not sufﬁcient simply to state it. On what exactly does the children’s claim to their
parents’ belongings rest? Justifying joint ownership may be viable in the case of a traditional family life and economy, one where, say, the family worked and lived together
on a family farm, but it is harder to justify with a modern division of labour. At most,
it applies to things like family houses, which children can be said to have a claim to in
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virtue of having lived there for many years (ownership by use) or family farms or businesses where they have worked, perhaps unpaid, while growing up. It is harder to see
how we can substantiate that children ‘already own’ parts of mum’s job income or
dad’s stock holdings. There are also serious feasibility concerns here: with modern,
complicated families, where people divorce and remarry, it will be very hard to separate out who is party to the joint ownership.
We also need to be careful not to treat spouses and children as communal owners
in the same way. A married couple can be said to have common ownership over their
belongings due to an implicit agreement of division of labour, for instance in a traditional family where one person is the ‘breadwinner’ and the other takes care of the
house and the family. Both are important functions of family life, and it is fair to hold
that they should have equal entitlements to the income and wealth created. In some of
what Alstott termed conventional families there may arguably be a similar division of
labour between parents and children. However, children in modern Western societies
normally do not participate as equals when it comes to sharing the burdens of work in
the family. If this is correct, it is reasonable to hold that children do not have the same
claim to family assets as spouses.
Another, though much weaker, way of arguing that children have a rightful claim to
parts of their parents’ property, is advocated by Locke, who held that parents have an
obligation to preserve their children, and this obligation gives children a right to
inherit.28 However, since this only applies to the portion of family assets that are necessary for the child to survive, it seems less relevant for contemporary questions about
inheritance taxation. Even a quite low exemption level combined with conﬁscatory
rates above that level will be compatible with the Lockean view, it seems. Admittedly,
it should be noted that what it takes to survive is context-dependent. In welfare states,
subsistence will generally be secured. However, in other contexts children might need
to inherit a substantial sum to guarantee their subsistence.

5. A Sense of Continuity
The next argument in favour of inheritance that we shall explore builds on the view
that transferring property from parents to children increase children’s sense of unity
with the past, in particular with their deceased parents, but perhaps also with earlier
generations. We shall distinguish two different versions of this argument.
Robert Nozick argues for the importance of allowing tax-free transfers from the creators of wealth to their children. Nozick claims that the bonds between parent and
child constitute the strongest bond that exists, even to the point of saying that children
are part of their parent’s substance.29 When the child grows up, however, these bonds
are not as strong as they used to be and the need may arise for something to symbolically substitute for them. Bequeathing can be considered an expression of love,
according to Nozick, and thus it may reinforce intergenerational bonds, and even create a sense of extended identity between parent and child. However, the right to transfer must be limited to the creator of the original property, Nozick argues:
Many philosophers – Hegel, for one – have commented on the ways in which
property earned or created is an expression of the self and a component of it,
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so that one’s identity or personality can become imbued or extended in such
a creation. When the original creator or earner passes something on, a considerable portion of his self participates in and constitutes this act, far more than
when a non-earner passes something he has received but not created.30
The core of Nozick’s argument is that inheritance is justiﬁed because it strengthens
the ties between donor and donee. By receiving something the donor has created and
imbued with herself, the receiver takes part in that self. It is thus not only property
that is being handed down – a part of the donor’s self is also taken over by the donee.
In this way, intergenerational transfers create continuity through identity.
The other variant of this kind of argument is provided by Brighouse and Swift.
Among the core familial relationship goods they count not only the distinctive form of
interaction between parents and children (the combination of intimacy/love and
authority/discretion), but also the sense of continuity and belonging.31 The family
gives children a sense of continuity with the past and a feeling of belonging in something that spans several generations, mediated by their relation to their own family
members. Such a sense of continuity may be hugely important to people, and for most
of us the family is in a prime position to provide it, although other groups may supply
something of the same (e.g. a nation or a profession). And as Brighouse and Swift
note, at least certain kinds of inheritance may indeed seem to promote such a sense of
belonging.32 Inheritance of, say, a family house that you grew up in, like your parents
did before you, or a family farm or business, founded and run by ancestors for generations, may give you a feeling of identity, a feeling of being part of something bigger
than yourself. Without this transferring of property over generations, each generation
would, as it were, be isolated and rootless, and the sense of continuity would be
diminished.
Brighouse and Swift seem to grant the validity of this argument. Inheritance can
realise an important familial relationship good, and should therefore, according to the
logic of their account, be protected as a right. However, two arguments may modify
and soften this conclusion.
First, the force of the argument depends on whether there are alternative ways of
realising the relevant family good, viz. continuity. If there are alternative ways of realising it which are not as disruptive to equality of opportunity, it might lead us to question whether it should be protected as a right after all. And indeed, it does seem as
though there are other ways of cultivating a sense of continuity and belonging in children, such as family pictures, the telling of stories, and so on. Still, even though inheriting a family house does not seem necessary to create a sense of belonging, it does
undeniably seem to facilitate or promote such a sense.
However, even if the argument is left standing so far, the validity of the appeal to
familial relationship goods in the case of inheritance does not rule out the possibility
that the state can try to reduce the competitive advantages of inheriting e.g. a family
house. It may, for instance, reduce the way in which the inheritance of a family house
may be converted into ﬁnancial advantage. Brighouse and Swift seem to support this
conclusion:
Requiring that the beneﬁciary actually live in the house, taxing the ﬁnancial
beneﬁt (including any eventual sale of the house) at 100 per cent, so that only
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the sentimental beneﬁt is realised, is entirely consistent with recognising the
relationship goods case for permitting the bequest.33

Likewise, there are ways of designing inheritance tax that makes it easier to transfer
farms and family businesses to the next generation.34 For example, if the farm or business is kept within the family for a given number of years after the transaction, the
amount which is to be levied in tax could be reduced by 10 per cent each year.35
Hence, we concur that the argument from continuity has some weight, and that inheritance tax laws should be designed in such a manner that does not make it impossible
or exceedingly difﬁcult to inherit property that supports this value. However, it is more
difﬁcult to see how it applies to the transfer of money or shares, or any other stuff that
the beneﬁciary does not have any real connection with.
Hence, this strategy is not as easily adapted to answering Nozick’s version of the
argument. The Brighouse-Swift argument is focused on what we might call material
continuity: It is a good thing to be able to continue living in the house that you
grew up in, or to be able to keep the family business that has been running for
generations. Nozick’s account, on the other hand, is more spiritual, as it were: By
receiving something of which the creator has put himself or herself into, the receiver
takes part in the creator’s self. Contrary to the Brighouse-Swift account, the creation
of the good is of the essence. And, contrary to the compromise solution we argued
for above, where one distinguishes between kinds of assets, for Nozick it is not the
type of object that matters, but the fact that it was created by the donor. It does
not matter whether the bequest consists of a house or a number of shares – what
matters, and what makes a difference for tax purposes, is that it has been created
by the donor.
However, Nozick is well aware of the inequalities that can result from allowing
tax-free transfers. Therefore, he holds that only the creator of an asset should have
unlimited right of transfer, whereas wealth that was not created by the holder can
be taxed in order to avoid perpetuating inequalities.36 With this twist, Nozick is able
to provide an argument to limit dynastic wealth transfers, but allow transfers of created wealth, and thus maintain the sense of spiritual continuity that he deems so
important.37
Still, for those of us with egalitarian sympathies even this Nozickian scheme is not
entirely satisfactory, despite being far more ambitious than most tax jurisdictions
today. Allowing transfers the way Nozick proposes will obviously conﬂict with equality
of opportunity. The child of, say, Mark Zuckerberg will, under Nozick’s tax scheme,
inherit large sums which will give her a competitive advantage compared to almost
everybody else (even though that child’s own children will not enjoy the same advantages). Here, the Brighouse-Swift strategy may be useful against Nozick’s scheme as
well. Following the same logic as above, we should ask whether there are alternative
ways for securing the spiritual continuity that Nozick is after. Our suggestion is that
there are. Through spending time with their children, talking to them, doing things
with them, being a role model for them, parents have a better way of assuring that
their self is, in Nozick’s sense, transmitted to their children. These activities might of
course also give children a competitive advantage over others. They should, however,
be seen as contributing to distinct family relationship goods, and therefore enjoy protection, whereas the transfer of assets does not have the same status.38
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6. Incentive Arguments
One of the most inﬂuential arguments against inheritance taxation is that it creates
negative incentive effects: a tax scheme with substantial wealth transfer taxation is
likely to reduce people’s motivation to work and save. As it stands, this argument is
quite general in form, and does not appeal speciﬁcally to family concerns, but it seems
reasonable to hold that it gains much of its weight and relevance from the motivational
force of familial relationships: since parents are likely to be particularly motivated by
the opportunity to enhance their children’s future welfare, taxing inheritance might
create disincentives. Society would be at peril, one might argue, if it failed to design a
basic structure that did not utilise these very powerful motivations.
Incentive arguments are consequentialist in nature and must be assessed empirically.
Fortunately, there exists an increasing number of empirical studies on this issue. Two
studies suggest that the tax burden effect on the donor’s willingness to work and save
is minimal. Quoting work by Holtz-Eaking, Murphy and Nagel conclude that ‘the
consensus seems to be that a tax burden on gifts and bequests has little or no proven
impact on donors’ decisions whether to work or save’.39 In a more recent review of
the literature, Alstott notes that ‘the existing empirical studies, limited as they are, suggest that inheritance taxation would have modest negative effects on work, savings and
capital accumulation, but there is still signiﬁcant uncertainty’.40 These studies are
about incentive effects of inheritance taxation in general and not merely on the speciﬁc
effects on parents, but given the fact that most bequests are between parents and children, it seems reasonable to infer that their conclusions apply to parents as well.
An often-quoted study adds some nuance to this picture. In 2001, Kopczuk and
Slemrod found that the tax might have an impact. They concluded that ‘an estate tax
rate of 50 percent would reduce the reported net worth of the richest part of the population by 10.5 percent’.41 However, they were unable to determine whether this was
due to tax avoidance strategies, or if it was actually due to reduced work and savings.
Thus, there is considerable uncertainty about the effect that wealth transfer taxes have
on donors’ willingness to work and save. However, as Kopczuk and Slemrod note, ‘almost no empirical evidence supports claims of a large effect or of a negligible effect’.42
Another possible negative consequence of inheritance tax should also be considered.
Fleischer argues that a complication with the inheritance tax is that it might lead
upper-middle class families to consume more. And since that consumption is likely to
include spending money to increase their children’s human capital, such as private
schooling and fancy camps, an unintended consequence is that the tax can in fact
exacerbate inequality of opportunity.43 In our view, this seems at best highly uncertain
and at worst implausible. Spending on private schools and fancy camps will most
likely happen before parents are ﬁfty years old, and as Caron and Repetti have argued,
it is not likely that people ‘would care much about wealth transfer taxes that will only
affect them in the distant future’.44 Hence, it does not seem plausible that inheritance
taxes will inﬂuence this kind of spending. Indeed, it seems more plausible that it will
reduce it, since it will reduce capital accumulations over generations.
In order to have a complete picture of the incentive effects we also need to examine
the consequences for children who inherit large amounts (how bequests affect the
receiver is also relevant to whether it is a virtue to leave children inheritance). Andrew
Carnegie famously claimed that ‘the parent who leaves his son enormous wealth
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generally deadens the talents and the energies of the son, and tempts him to lead a
less useful and less worthy life than he otherwise would’.45 A study by Holtz-Eakin
et al. supported Carnegie’s claim: they concluded that large inheritances would ‘decrease a person’s labor force participation. For example, a single person who receives
an inheritance of over $150,000 (by 1992) is roughly four times more likely to leave
the labor force than a person with an inheritance below $25,000’.46 Furthermore, in a
recent review of the literature, Joulfaian concludes that ‘large inheritances speed up
retirement’.47 If this is correct, and if Mill is right to insist that it is of great importance to a person’s wellbeing that she is able to create her own success in life, it speaks
against allowing large wealth transfers. According to this argument, parents put their
children’s happiness in jeopardy through large bequests.
We should, however, be careful not to overstate this argument. Clearly, contributing
to society through paid employment is not the only thing that matters for wellbeing. A
person who has received a large inheritance might dedicate herself to charity work,
which may enhance her wellbeing as well as overall social utility. The point we want
to make is that it should not be assumed that large bequests are always beneﬁcial for
the recipient, and they might also be detrimental to society.

7. Conclusion
We have considered ﬁve family arguments against inheritance taxation. None of the
arguments provide strong objections against a moderate or even a high inheritance tax
rate, at least not when special provisions are made for things like family houses or
farms. We therefore conclude that arguments appealing to the family does not provide
conclusive arguments against taxing inheritance in a way that promotes equality of
opportunity.
However, since the arguments all introduce concerns that should be assigned some
weight, it would be unjust to abolish inheritance entirely.
Finally, we would like to emphasise that although we have here concentrated on discussing family arguments against inheritance taxation, there are also arguments in
favour of such a tax that appeal speciﬁcally to the family. First, as Brighouse and Swift
argue, family goods should not only be seen as constraining distributive measures, but
also as distribuenda in their own right.48 Inheritance taxes may reduce inequality, and
thus make it easier for others to realise family relationship goods. Parents who have to
work three jobs in order to stay aﬂoat will, after all, ﬁnd it difﬁcult to cultivate those
goods properly. And the anxiety that parents may feel when their children lose out on
the education or housing market due to the lack of inheritance may also put a strain
on their family life. Secondly, the possibility of free inheritance may allow for threats,
blackmail, and manipulation (call this the Scrooge McDuck-syndrome), to the detriment of the relationship between parents and children (as well as creating disputes
between siblings). We do not know how often this in fact happens, but it does give
parents a degree of power over children that may have negative unintended and perhaps even unconscious effects.49 This may be solved by restricting testamentary freedom, but usually the guaranteed portion is quite small, so that such laws are not
sufﬁcient to avoid manipulation.
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